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SYNOPSIS: The San Francisco earthquake of 22 March 1957, recorded at the basement of the Southern Pacific Building, is studied in detail. 

The horizontal components of the recording have significant energy in periods around 1 second. Previous studies have attributed this character

istic to  either site response, or to  soil-structure interaction. The analyses presented in the paper rule out soil-strcuture interaction as an explan

ation. Some inconsistencies in the previous site response studies related to  th is earthquake recording are also pointed out. It is conluded tha t 

the local site response m ight have had a significant influence on the characteristics of th is  earthquake. To obtain a good match between quasi- 

linear and non-linear numerical simulations the same bedrock properties below the soil profile m ust be assumed. Assuming a rigid bedrock be

low the soil profile provides a reasonably good agreement between the numerical simulations and the actual recording of the N45W  component.
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INTRODUCTION

Various analytical procedures for the analysis o f site response have been 

developed in the past three decades. However, the number o f well docu

mented case histories that may be used for verification o f these procedures 

is rather limited. One earthquake event that has been used in a number o f 

verification studies is the San Francisco earthquake o f  March 22, 1957, re

corded at the basement o f the Southern Pacific Building. The researchers 

who have studied this event have come up with different, and sometimes 

contradictory, conclusions. This paper presents a detailed quantitative study 

of the event. The conclusions drawn in previous studies are re-examined in 

light o f  the results o f  present study.

REVIEW OF SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE OF MARCH 22,1957

The San Francisco earthquake of March 22, 1957, was recorded simulta

neously at five strong-motion accelerometer stations in the San Francisco 

area. Details o f  this event are described by Hudson and Housner (1958). The 

earthquake, although only assessed at a Gutenberg-Richter magnitude of 5.3, 

was so close to downtown San Francisco that significant structural vibrations 

were set up in some buildings.

One of the strong motion accelerometer stations that recorded this event was 

located in the basement o f the then 11-storey Southern Pacific Building. The 

fundamental period o f the soil deposit at the site is estimated to be around 

0.95 s, and the fundamental period of the building was about 1 . 1s .  The 

building suffered substantial damage during that earthquake. The response 

spectra o f the horizontal components o f the earthquake recorded in the base

ment o f the building show a peak around 1. 1s ,  Fig. 1.

Hudson and Housner (1958) studied the effects o f local geology and possible 

influence o f the dynamic structural response on these acceleration time his

tories. They concluded that the peak in the response spectrum observed 

around 1.1 s is due to the dynamic response of the structure in its funda

mental mode.
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Fig. 1. Soil properties at the Southern Pacific Building site.

Borcherdt (1970) studied the recordings o f  seismic waves generated by five 

nuclear explosions in Nevada at 37 locations near San Francisco Bay. He 

was particularly interested in the influence o f the dynamic response o f the 

Southern Pacific Building on the earthquake recordings. To develop a better 

understanding of the role played by the building, simultaneous recordings o f 

the seismic waves from a nuclear explosion were made in the basement o f 

the building and in a vacant lot about 45 m north o f the building. By com

paring the spectra o f the two acceleration records, he concluded that the 

basement recordings did not show any amplification of the horizontal ground 

motion at the fundamental frequencies o f the building; and that thè dominant
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peaks in the horizontal velocity spectra around 1 . 1 s  observed in the San 

Francisco earthquake were mainly due to local geology.

Steinbrugge et al. (1959), Idriss and Seed (1968) and Singh et al. (1981) all 

attributed the peak in the response sprectmm around 1.1 s to site response 

effects.

SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Singh et al. (1981) performed an extensive analytical study of the 1-dimen- 

sional site response effects at the Southern Pacific Building site using com

puter programs SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972) and DCHARM (Idriss et al., 

1976). The soil conditions at the site are shown in Fig. 1. The value o f shear 

wave velocity o f the Franciscan Shale rock underlying the site were based 

on engineering judgement, rather than direct measurements.

Singh et al. used the recording of the earthquake at the Golden Gate Park 

USGS Station as bedrock motion in their analyses. The recorded acceler

ations o f the S80E component at the Golden Gate rock site were multiplied 

by a factor o f 0.65 to account for the different distances o f the sites to the 

source o f  the earthquake. The motion was input at rock outcrop for the 

SHAKE analysis, whereas for the DCHARM analysis, the input rock motion 

was assumed to act at the base o f  the soil profile. Figures 2 and 3 show the 

results o f their analyses. It can be seen that the non-linear analysis with 

DCHARM predicted a large response at about 1 .1 s, whereas the equivalent- 

linear analysis with SHAKE failed to predict it. Indeed, the measured re

sponse spectra o f the recorded motions in the basement o f the building 

agreed very well with the results o f  DCHARM analysis. Therefore, Singh 

et al. concluded that true non-linear site response analysis is superior to the 

equivalent-linear one.
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Fig. 3 . Computed (by Singh et al., 1981) and recorded relative velocity re

sponse spectra at Southern Pacific Building site (reproduced with 

permission from ASCE).

F ig. 2. Computed (by Singh et al., 1981) and recorded absolute acceleration 

response spectra at Southern Pacific Building site (reproduced with 

permission from ASCE).

Closer inspection reveals, however, that the main reason for the difference 

between the results o f the two analyses is that the input earthquake motions 

are specified differently. The analysis with DCHARM, where the input 

motion was specified at the base o f the soil profile, amounts to assuming a 

completely rigid bedrock below the soil profile. This causes a large amplifi

cation o f motion at the natural period o f the soil deposit (around 1 s) because 

effectively no earthquake energy radiates back into the bedrock. The flexible 

bedrock in the SHAKE analysis absorbs some of the earthquake energy in 

form o f radiation into halfspace.

To quantify the importance o f this effect, several non-linear analyses were 

performed with the computer program AMPLE (Nadim, 1987). The 

horizontally-layered soil deposit is modelled as a non-linear shear beam in 

AM PLE, and the resulting non-linear wave propagation problem is solved 

in the time domain by the central difference method. The control motion can 

either be specified at the base o f the soil deposit, or at the outcropping of 

bedrock. In the latter situation, the flexible bedrock is modelled using the 

method suggested by Tsai (1969). Various constitutive laws describing the 

cyclic soil behaviour can be used in AMPLE. The hyperbolic stress-strain 

realtionship (backbone curve) and Masing’s rules for unloading-reloading 

were used in the analyses presented here.

Figure 4 shows the results o f the analyses with AMPLE. The same soil pro

perties (Fig. 1) and input earthquake motion used by Singh et al.(1981) were 

used. It can be seen that, when the input earthquake motion is specified at 

rock outcrop, results o f the non-linear analysis with AMPLE are practically 

identical to those o f the equivalent-linear analysis with SHAKE. On the other 

hand, when the earthquake motion is specified at the base o f the soil deposit, 

AMPLE and DCHARM predict more-or-less the same free field motions.
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Fig. 4. Computed response spectra with AMPLE at the Southern Pacific 

Building site.
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Fig. 5. Foundation geometry o f the Soutem Pacific Building.

SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION EFFECTS

As mentioned earlier, there are conflicting views in the literature regarding 

the influence o f the dynamic response of the structure on the recorded ac

celerograms in the basement o f the Southern Pacific Building. To study the 

effect o f the building response on the motion recorded in the basement, an 

analysis o f the earthquake reponse o f the building, including soil-stmcture 

interaction, was performed. Figure 5 shows the foundation geometry o f the 

building. The foundation impedances were estimated using the tables pub

lished by Wong and Luco (1985). Using the procedure suggested by Nadim 

and To (1986), the foundation impedance functions were matched at the 

fundamental frequency o f the structure by springs and dashpots. The analysis 

was performed using the stick model shown in Fig. 6 .

Figure 7 shows the response spectrum of the computed basement motion 

normalized with respect to the response spectrum of the free field motion. 

It can be seen that the main influence o f the structural response is on the 

high frequency (low period) motions. At the natural period o f the structure, 

which happens to be about 1. 1 s, there is virtually no influence o f soil-struc- 

ture interaction. This is not surprising because the fundamental mode of 

vibration is mainly deformation of the structure without any movement o f the 

soil foundation. W erner and Agbabian (1984) studied the soil-structure inter

action effects o f the El Centro, California Terminal Substation Building, 

reaching a similar conclusion. That is, the dynamic response o f the building 

reduces the high frequency content o f the recorded motion within the 

building compared to the free field motion.
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Fig. 7. Pseudo-velocity response spectrum o f computed motion in basement 

o f Southern Pacific Building normalized with respect to pseudo

velocity spectrum o f free field motion.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Non-linear and equivalent linear site response analyses give similar re

sults for the soil profile at the Southern Pacific Building site and the level 

o f shaking corresponding to the San Francisco earthquake o f  March 22, 

1957.

2. If  the high energy content o f motions with period o f about 1.1 s is to be 

explained solely by the 1-dimensional site response effect, then the bed

rock which underlies the soil profile should be much stiffer than what 

was assumed by Singh et al. (1981).

3. The pronounced peaks in the response spectra o f the measured acceler

ations around the fundamental period o f the structure a re  not due to soil- 

structure interaction effects.

4. One should be careful in using motions that are recorded within buildings 

as free field motions. In certain frequency ranges, there is a significant 

difference between the two.
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